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ABSTRACT

Advances in new information technology have considerably changed the end user computer environment. Therefore, it is appropriate to revalidate existing user satisfaction measurement instruments. Doll and Torkzadeh (1988) developed an instrument that measured end user satisfaction with, now 20-year old, information systems and which has been widely cited and used. This pilot study revalidates their measurement instrument on a novel, search-driven enterprise portal.

1. INTRODUCTION

User satisfaction is generally regarded as one of the most important measures of Information Systems success. There has been considerable research devoted to establishing a standard user satisfaction instrument since the 1980s (e.g. Ives et al., 1983; Bailey and Pearson, 1983; Baroudi et al., 1986; Benson, 1983), when data computing in organizations moved from data processing to end-user computing (EUC) (Doll and Torkzadeh, 1988). Doll and Torkzadeh (1988) developed and validated an End-User Computing Satisfaction (EUCS) instrument. It included five components: content, accuracy, format, ease of use, and timeliness.

Since the development of the EUCS instrument, there have been significant changes in information technology, especially with the soaring growth of the Internet and search technologies like Google®. Internet search applications, exemplified by Google® and Yahoo®, have undisputedly added significant value to users in their quest for information on the web. More recently, in businesses, we see similar significant changes in information technology like the emergence of corporate systems that are enhanced by enterprise search components. Businesses hope that enterprise search will do for the business what web search has done for the web community. It is,
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however, still in its early stages, but, looking to the web, it might become an important technology for businesses, too. In 2007, the search and discovery software market reached more than $1.7 billion, a growth rate of 23.4%, and expecting to reach $3.1 billion in 2012 (IDC, 2008). Therefore, it is of interest to be able to assess the user satisfaction of these new, enhanced-by-search corporate systems by ensuring valid and reliable measuring instruments.

Information is an important business asset and making effective use of it is central to business success (Ball and Harris, 1982; Brancheau et al., 1987 and 1996; Niederman et al., 1991). Much business information is unstructured data (e.g. emails and documents). A widely touted IT factoid states that unstructured data account for 80% of the total information (Kuechler, 2007). The amount of information is large and growing at a fast rate.

Information workers need seamless access to information scattered across corporate systems as well as the Web, and they need access to structured as well as unstructured information. In order for individuals to make the best business decisions, deliver the greatest business impact, and be as productive as possible, they must be able to find, use, and share relevant business information quickly, easily, and securely. Therefore, they do not just need access but also aid in retrieving what is relevant information.

We see a trend that corporate information systems are adapting the best from web information systems and deviating more and more from the traditionally corporate information systems. The differences we observe between traditional corporate systems (TCS) and new corporate systems like search-driven enterprise portals (SDEP) are several. For example (see also Figure 1):

- TCS access information from one repository; SDEP access information across repositories. Thus, SDEP offers to juxtapose and compare information and could be a better analytics tool rather than just a portal.
- TCS mainly access structured data; SDEP access structured as well as unstructured data. SDEP provide the ability to intelligently and dynamically, access, retrieve and analyze information in real time, regardless of data format, structure or location, e.g. email archives, file servers with documents, and presentations and databases.
- One output of TCS is traditional, static reports; In SDEP, the concept of a report seems to vanish at the expense of more ad hoc queries.
- TCS user interface mostly have static menu structures with predefined categories; SDEP offer dynamic menu structures where the categories are created based on analysis of the information content presented to the user
The result sets in TCS small and often not ranked; The result sets in SDEP are large and therefore ranked and organized in logic way before presented to the user.

- TCS technology gave the users limited possibilities to customize the user interface. SDEA systems have put more and more capabilities and power at the disposal of the user, i.e. the systems opens for customizing of individual user interfaces.
- TCS is isolated to one system; SDEP is enterprise wide and integrated.

Because of these differences between TCS and SDEP, and because the EUCS instrument was developed to measure user satisfaction with TCS, it is not appropriate to adopt the EUCS instrument to measure user satisfaction without first examining the validity and reliability of the instrument in the SDEP context.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief introduction of the architecture of SDEP. Section 3 gives an overview of related work. Section 4 presents the data. Section 5 describes the research method. Section 6 presents the results, and Section 0 concludes and proposes areas for further work.

2. **ARCHITECTURE FOR SDEP APPLICATIONS**

SDEP is a service that enables retrieval of dynamic and static information from a given enterprise’s multitude of internal and external information sources through a single point-of-access (Figure 2). SDEP can encompass:
Enterprise search and information retrieval applications for intranets
- Search provided in an extranet context for business partners and customers
- E-commerce site and on-line publishing search
- Embedded search such as in portal, content management, or business application software

Enterprise Search Platforms (ESP) provide the ability to intelligently and dynamically, access, retrieve and analyze information in real time, regardless of data format, structure or location. They use the same tools to bring together, normalize, and then analyze both content and data to discover the unexpected. The aim is to enable businesses to make intelligent decisions and drive operational efficiencies.

3. LITERATURE REVIEW

User satisfaction has received attention in the research literature since the 1980s. Ideally one would like to evaluate IS based on its contribution to productivity increases, revenue increases, cost reductions, and improved decision making. However, this is generally not feasible, and therefore surrogate measures like end-user satisfaction must be used (Doll and Torkzadeh, 1988).

Since 1980, much research has concentrated on finding a valid measure for user satisfaction. Among this research, Bailey and Pearson (1983) developed a semantic differential instrument, with 39 items measuring overall
computer user satisfaction. This was later revised by Ives et. al. (1983) to a 13-item instrument. These two instruments measure a combination of satisfaction with the system as well as with the services from the EDP staff. Baroudi et al. (1986) and Benson (1983) also published user satisfaction studies. Based on the instrument of Ives et al., Doll and Torkzadeh (1988) therefore developed a 12-item instrument, designed to measure the end-user satisfaction with a specific application. It consisted of five factors: information content, accuracy, format, ease of use, and timeliness. It was later confirmed to be valid and reliable as a standardized measure of user satisfaction with a specific application (Doll et al., 1994). Xiao and Dasgupta (2002) studied user satisfaction with web-based IS and validated the instrument of Doll and Torkzadeh. They found that with minor revisions the instrument is still valid. The still most used and cited End User Computer Satisfaction, EUCS, instrument is the one developed by Doll and Torkzadeh.

Doll and Torkzadeh’s 12-item EUCS instrument comprised of 5 factors/components: content, accuracy, format, ease of use, and timeliness. Ease of use was not included in previous studies. Two global measures of perceived overall satisfaction and success were added to serve as criterion. The 12 items are illustrated in the figure below. The construct was developed with five point Likert-type scale (1=almost never, 2=some of the time, 3=about half of the time, 4=most of the time and 5=almost always). The two global factors were “Is the system successful?” and “Are you satisfied with the system?”
This research is based on the EUCS instrument by Doll and Torkzadeh because it is a widely used instrument, and has been validated through several confirmatory analyses and construct validity tests. After the exploratory study was completed in 1988, two confirmatory studies with different samples were conducted respectively in 1994 and 1997, which suggested the instrument was valid (Doll et al., 1994; Doll and Xia, 1997). A test-retest of reliability of the instrument was conducted in 1991, indicating the instrument was reliable over time (Torkzadeh and Doll, 1991). The instrument is widely accepted and adopted by other researchers. McHaney and Cronan (1998, 2000) adopted it to examining computer simulation success. McHaney et al. (1999) adopted it in decision support systems research. Chen et al. (2000) applied it to measure user satisfaction with data warehouse and Xiao and Dasgupta (2002) applied it to web-based information systems.
4. DATA AND DATA COLLECTION

We conducted a pilot study of an SDEP in a multinational consulting company using their employees as subjects and having them evaluate the company’s internal enterprise portal which is an SDEP. The questionnaire was the Doll and Torkzadeh 12-item instrument (see Figure 3 or Appendix). Data were collected by distributing email with the questionnaire implemented in the online tool Confirmit. The questionnaire was distributed to all the employees in the Norwegian branch (approx. 70). The response rate was approx. 50 %. As we want to validate the Doll and Torkzadeh instrument, we used the original, 12-item version of the questionnaire. However, we introduced one new feature as we gave the respondents the option to answer N/A to each question. Also, we collected data for the age and work category of respondents: sales, administration, infrastructure consulting and development consulting. The reason for making these groups is that we hypothesize that the groups use the portal for different purposes. For example, infrastructure consultants are typically searching for a general term or idea whereas programmers are searching for code snippets or something very specific such as an error code.

We found that development consulting respondents were most likely to answer immediately whereas the other groups seemed to hesitate. After a second appeal, we ended up with equal response from development and infrastructure consultants – but no response from sales, and only two responses from the administration. The average age was 32 years, spanning from 25 to 49.

5. METHOD

A literature review was conducted on related topics. We found that the Doll and Torkzadeh instrument is still the most widely used and cited instrument (with more than 700 citations on Scholar Google). We want to examine whether the Doll and Torkzadeh instrument is still valid for new technologies like SDEP, or if it has to be revised. As a first step, this pilot study replicates their original research methodology with minor adjustments.

We applied the concepts and procedures introduced by Doll and Torkzadeh, and which seem to have been the custom in this stream of research. Doll and Torkzadeh applied exploratory factor analysis both to assess the construct validity of the measure and to determine the underlying factors of end-user satisfaction. However, this has not generally been applied to the pilot studies as factor analysis generally requires four to five times as many observations as there are items to be studied. (There is some disagreement regarding this ratio.) Therefore, in this study, we copied previous studies and mainly examined construct validity with correlations between the total score and each item score. In addition, we performed a
factor analysis, but due to the low number of observations the latter results must be treated with caution.

Two global items of end-user satisfaction with the SDEP were included in the survey. Thus, the extent to which each item correlates with the global items is indicative of its criterion-related validity. The two-item global criterion were “Is the enterprise portal successful?” and “Are you satisfied with the enterprise portal?” (see Appendix). Correlation between the overall user satisfaction and individual item scores were calculated using Pearson’s correlation coefficient.

Following Doll and Torkzadeh’s procedure, we examined the correlation of score of each item with the total score of all items. To avoid the spurious part-whole correlation, we subtracted each item score from the total score before conducting the correlation. Therefore, we conducted correlation of each item with the total of rest 11 items.

6. RESULTS

Table 1, column 2, presents the results of the correlation assessment. According to Doll and Torkzadeh, there is no accepted standard of cutoff threshold, therefore they suggested (and it seems to have become the custom in later studies) a cutoff value of 0.5. All items are above the threshold of 0.5, except for the item F1 (“Do you think the output is presented in a useful format?”) which is just below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Corrected Item-Total Correlation</th>
<th>Correlation with Criterion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>0.724</td>
<td>0.856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>0.727</td>
<td>0.727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>0.518</td>
<td>0.585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td>0.880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>0.587</td>
<td>0.611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>0.540</td>
<td>0.676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>0.414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2</td>
<td>0.694</td>
<td>0.526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td>0.548</td>
<td>0.457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>0.538</td>
<td>0.385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>0.710</td>
<td>0.574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>0.543</td>
<td>0.479</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Reliability and Criterion-Related Validity of Measures of End-User Satisfaction

In conducting the criterion-related validity analysis, we examined the correlation of each item with the score of the global satisfaction criteria.
G1 and G2 (items 13 and 14). As G1 and G2 were very highly correlated, we only used one measure. As Doll and Torkzadeh, we assume these measures to be valid. Table 1, column 3, shows the results. The cutoff threshold is 0.4 as in Doll and Torkzadeh. All values were above the threshold except E2, which was just below. Therefore all items are valid – except maybe E2 (“Is the enterprise portal easy to use?”) which could be reconsidered.

We did a factor analysis despite the low number of observations. Principal Component Analysis was used as the extraction technique and varimax was used as the method of rotation. Without specifying the number of factors, three factors emerged. However, to be in line with Doll and Torkzadeh, we forced the analysis to have five factors (components). We used a threshold of approximately 0.7 for factor loading criterion. The result is presented in Table 2. We observe that some results are similar to Doll and Torkzadeh, but not all. “Timeliness” and “Format” seem to fit with previous results, but it is hard to distinguish, for example, between “Content” and “Accuracy”. However, due to the low number of observations in this pilot study, we do not place much confidence in these results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>.709</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>.695*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>.690*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>.794</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>.931</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td></td>
<td>.938</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2</td>
<td></td>
<td>.708</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td></td>
<td>.713</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.890</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.757</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.917</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Rotated Component Matrix(a)

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 7 iterations.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

In this pilot study, we have taken a first, small step to investigate whether the End-User Computer Satisfaction instrument developed by Doll and Torkzadeh still is valid for new technologies like SDEP. We found that the validity of the instrument cannot be rejected. Two items had slightly
lower correlation than the threshold values, but as this is a small pilot, it is hard to make firm conclusions. However, there are several limitations.

Is Confirmit a good tool for collecting high quality data? Several previous studies used student assistants to collect data. In that case, they could spend some time with respondents explaining the items and clarify the goal. By using Confirmit, we made it easier for all parts, as it only took approx. 5 minutes to respond to the questionnaire. This could, however, result in hasty responses with somewhat lower data quality as the outcome.

We noted that development consultants were most eager to respond. The respondents were almost only consultants. In that respect, the respondents were not entirely representative users of the SDEP in a work related environment. To improve the external validity, we would need responses from all user categories. We hypothesize that the consultants were more eager to fulfill the questionnaire because they probably understood the questions better than other user types. Probably, they also use the SDEP more frequently, and therefore are more eager to respond.

We did not indentify and test for any additional factors or items. Our purpose was to test the original instrument. However, we had expected some respondents to answer N/A on some questions and to add some general comments regarding the items. To a large extent, they did not. N/A’s were hardly used. We got some interesting comments on SDEP, in general, but none related to missing or redundant items. One could conclude that the instrument is still valid – but that conclusion is disturbed by the fact that the respondents were not entirely representative users. So, further work will include interviewing some of the respondents, reviewing the items, and then collect a larger amount of data with a revised questionnaire, and probably not collecting data solely via an email questionnaire. Furthermore, we need to ensure that more user types are represented.
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APPENDIX: THE EUCS MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENT

C1. Does the enterprise portal provide the precise information you need?
C2. Does the information content meet your needs?
C3. Does the enterprise portal provide reports that seem to be just about exactly what you need?
C4. Does the enterprise portal provide sufficient information?
A1. Is the enterprise portal accurate?
A2. Are you satisfied with the accuracy of the enterprise portal?
F1. Do you think the output is presented in a useful format?
F2. Is the information clear?
E1. Is the enterprise portal user friendly?
E2. Is the enterprise portal easy to use?
T1. Do you get the information you need in time?
T2. Does the enterprise portal provide up-to-date information?

G1. Is the enterprise portal successful?
G2. Are you satisfied with the enterprise portal?